TCYS Youth Fair Submission Q&A:
Does the exhibitor number need to be IN the photo, or can it be ON the photo (added in digitally)?
- It can be added digitally, in the bottom corner of the photo or on a notecard.
To make certain our project has been received and submitted correctly, will we receive some type of
confirmation?
- No, please understand the volume of youth fair submissions that we will receive and the
limitations of our volunteers.
I know there will be a deadline to submit, however, can a contestant submit early if project is
complete and how early can they submit?
- They can be submitted today! The sooner the better!
If there are technical issues or problems occur when trying to submit - who should be contacted for
help? What if system for whatever reason goes down?
- For questions and concerns regarding submission, please email tcys@live.com. Emails received
after December 29, 2020 will not be returned before the submission due date.
What happens if I don't turn my items in right the first time? Maybe I mixed up the numbers on my
entries and submitted woodworking under my textile entry number.
- Per the Entries that do not follow these guidelines will be disqualified, without notice or
opportunity to resubmit! The packet would be judged as a textile and not as a woodworking
project.
Where and when do I need to drop off my item for auction if I make Grand champion?
- TBD. The Auction is still being planned and this information is not available at this time.
How will we be able to "walk through" and see what other people have done for their projects?
- This is not available this year.
This seems very dependent on photography of projects. What are some tips?
- FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS! (Background, measuring tool, exhibitor/entry #)
- Plan ahead! Take test photos. Do not wait to the last minute and then realize you need
something to present your photos in the best way.
- Have plenty of lighting! Open all the windows, turn on all the lights. Do this during the day, not
at the end of the day.
When will the kids get their entry numbers?
- December 14, 2020 – TCYS to provide Exhibitor/Entry #’s to AST/CEA.
The instructions say that I have to have a picture of every square of my quilt. My quilt has 12 squares,
but the limit for photos is 10. What should I do?
- Where applicable, you may include more than one block or detail per picture.

